
Smart Rigging Roadmap 
for Busy Coaches and Rowers Worksheet

Use this worksheet in conjunction with the Smart Rigging Roadmap. Completing the 3 
steps under each Action will help you get on the road to a solid relationship with your 
equipment. There’s more to each Action, but I think you will find these an excellent start. 

Action #1: Select your equipment

☐  Define your goal with your rowing (is it exercise or competition, or something else?)
☐  Inventory your equipment to assess if you have what you need to achieve your goal
☐  List and prioritize other equipment you need

Action #2: Discover critical information

☐  Record the critical numbers of your equipment (serial and model numbers, size of 
boat, etc.)
☐  Secure and record your current rigging numbers you use for adjustments, and any 
recommended rigging numbers
☐  Plan your season(s), incorporating possible rigging changes

Action #3: Adjust the equipment correctly 

☐  Assess if you need to make adjustments (measure and compare to desired rigging 
numbers)
☐  If needed, make adjustments correctly
☐  Record your adjustments and measurements and keep handy for future reference

Visit MaxRigging For More Information

https://maxrigging.com/smart-rigging-roadmap-busy-coaches-rowers/
http://www.maxrigging.com


Action #4: Test the equipment, your adjustments, your numbers 

☐  Determine which adjustments/numbers/equipment needs to be tested
☐  Determine test format
☐  Perform test, record results, and determine if further adjustments needed.

Action #5: Maintain the equipment correctly:

☐  Develop a daily/weekly/seasonal cleaning program for equipment
☐  Insure all equipment per recommendations of a professional
☐ Repair broken equipment immediately (if not sooner)
Action #6: Transport safely:

☐  Create a transport plan for each instance equipment travels
☐  Complete a “strap check,” and dispose of or recycle all low quality straps
☐  Check that all rules and regulations per transporting equipment have been met 
(lights, overhang, registration, etc.)

Action #7: Store wisely:

☐  Seasonally, complete a rack and “safe storage” inspection
☐  Prepare equipment for long-term storage
☐  Repair all broken equipment before storing

For more details, and recommendations on each Action, please refer to Smart Rigging 
Roadmap for Busy Coaches and Rowers, or MaxRigging.com

— Rowing should be simple and fun
Don’t let your equipment get in the way —
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